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Sorna Corporation Announces Reviewer Release 1.11 with Plus+ functionality

(Eagan, MN) June 4, 2012 - Sorna Corporation, a global leader in digital medical image and
data distribution systems, announces the release of Plus+, an add-on option to Sorna’s
Reviewer software suite including: Reviewer CD, Admin, MD and Importer. The release of
Plus+ adds a host of new features and enhances consistency across the enterprise.
“Physicians, Directors of Radiology, PACS Administrators and Radiology staff no longer need
to be afraid of incoming CDs.” said Cyrus Samari, Sorna’s Vice President of Sales and
Marketing. “Just put in a CD to seamlessly view, import, and share its content – never
having to worry about its format or embedded viewer.”
Some of the many new features and functionality in the Reviewer Plus+ option include:







View iSite (iSyntax) & Merge (AMICAS®) DISCs
Import proprietary DISCs as DICOM
Avoid re-imaging patients
Eliminate secondary requests for DICOM DISCs
Universal DISC viewing for your referring physicians
In-house universal DISC viewer

More information is available on the Sorna Web site at: sorna.com/reviewerplus
Choose the Reviewer edition that best suits your needs and customize it further by adding
the Plus+ option.
To request a download for a free 30-day trial of Sorna Reviewer products visit:
sorna.com/request
About Sorna Corporation
Headquartered in Eagan, Minnesota, Sorna is a privately-held corporation founded in
October 1999. It designs and manufactures DICOM and IHE conformant products designed
to facilitate the viewing, importing, storing, converting, distributing and cloud-based sharing
of DICOM images and related medical data. Sorna's products include eXpedo DICOM
CD/DVD publishing systems as well as the Reviewer software suite ranging from a free
DICOM CD viewer, to CD importing, drag & drop DICOMization, EMR-enabled viewing, and
administrative tools.
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